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may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. Payment details. Payment methods.
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Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or
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Photos not available for this variation. Forums New posts Image search. Members Current
visitors Supporting Member Upgrade. Log in. Search Everywhere Threads This forum This
thread. Search titles only. Everywhere Threads This forum This thread. New posts. Image
search. Install the app. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript
in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this
or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Supporting
Member. I made my own harness and routed it behind the passengers side A-pillar and behind
the trim at the top of the windshield. Had to make a little notch in the windshield trim panel for
the harness to come through without getting pinched. I tapped into the fuse block for switched
power, tapped into the reverse light so it would un-dim for a clearer image when in reverse, and
run 2 wires up to the drivers side bottom part of the grill for the temp sensor where the OEM
sensor would be. Like every other vehicle I've owned or currently own, it will read high temps
when sitting still for a bit. The pin out of the connector on the mirror is as follows. I can't
guarantee all are like this, but mine was. Connect to violet with black tracer on gear range
selector on transmission. I came across that somewhere on another forum, but what I did was
ran it through the interior following factory harness on drivers side towards drivers rear taillight,
tapped into white with green tracer which feeds the purple with black tracer to the reverse
lights. Chris Administrator Staff Member. Ride of the Month Winner. Great write-up
MountaineerTom! Reactions: MountaineerTom. I looked around for one with map lights but
couldn't find one. I also considered getting the OEM harness's and trying to go the
plug-and-play route, but after looking over my Jeep, it didn't even have the end to connect the
harness to. I looked all through that thing and couldn't find anything but a small connector that I
think was is for the Subwoofer option. Reactions: Chris. Another great write up! I actually
installed my GNTX mirror last week. I had no desire for map lights, mine came out of an early
00s Tahoe. Maybe I need to look again but I did nothing with the light green wire and my mirror
auto dims with only pwr, ground, and the two temp probe wires. From what I understood, the
light green wire hooked up to the reverse light wiring makes the mirror UN-dim when you put it
in reverse so you can see clearer. Them dims again when you go out of reverse.
MountaineerTom said:. XJeepin06 New Member. Joined Dec 13, Messages 2 Location Arkansas.
View attachment View attachment Reactions: Igoo XJeepin06 said:. Any tips on running the wire
through the windshield frame like it appears you did? I currently have the wires for my mirror
showing and looking for a setup similar to yours. Reactions: Bad Habits. How are you guys
getting the metal bracket to stick to the windshield? I got lucky and my Lj came with the mirror
but I am always having to reapply the damn metal piece to the windshield. I am not doing
anything crazy or bouncing hard it just comes off. I had it done by an auto glass place but 2
years later it popped off. That way better then when I did it myself, sorry for the rant. Just
wanted to see if you guys know something I don't. Reactions: bcon Yes, they do sell specific
adhesive for the mirror mount. I don't know what makes it specific, but the auto parts stores sell
them. Clean the area really good, and then clean it again. I used Naptha lighter fluid to clean the

area. Then don't use to much of the adhesive. I read a thread somewhere where an individual
kept having theirs falling off. Some one suggesting using less adhesive. They tried that and had
success. Last edited: Jun 28, I'm about to do this but was just curious if anyone knew what year
TJs started having mirrors like this with the factory wiring tucked under the defrost panel? I
didn't look for wiring in mine yet and doubt I have it in a 98 but I did look in my factory service
manual and doesn't list it anywhere.. Great "How to"!! This just motivates me to start another
project within the 1-Tons project its driving me insane! Thanks for share!! All good, no worries..
I too have a 98 Sport. Joined May 14, Messages Location L. Lower Alabama. Hijacking this older
thread I just did this mod but my display is really dim. The manual I have only shows how to
turn on and off the auto dimmer. Does anyone know if there is an display intensity or brightness
adjustment? I might have gotten a bad mirror Thank you. I don't know of a way to manually
adjust the brightness. I don't recall ever hearing about it. It should adjust itself depending on if
it's day or night. I think that's what the sensor on the forward side of the mirror is for. The one
near the buttons is for sensing light behind you and auto dimming the mirror. You might try
covering the sensor on the front and see if the display changes. You can also test the auto
dimming by shining a flashlight at the sensor. Reactions: Paparock1. Post reply. Top Bottom.
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